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And this is the main form with fields and buttons to fill. And when you press the save button, you should save this and all other
forms in a csv file. The purpose of this page is to explore the user interface of this program and look into the web page source
code to see how to convert this page into a csv file. This can be done by either retrieving the source code data from the web

browser's history or download from the web browser and write into a text file. As this page has nothing about the purpose of the
application, let's look into the first form, which is the main form, and later explore the other forms to see how to get the

information from the web page source code. As the web page source code is not very clear to get, let's start with the first line,
which is interesting. The first line has the source code of the source code of the source code you are asking about, which is the
web page source code. As you can see, the source code looks like this when you place the mouse over the source code. Then we
can see in the main part, that it has a div tag with id="site-header". . . . . Username As we are interested in getting the text from
the label with id="username-container", we can use the ExtractText plugin from the SourceTools plugin manager. Then we can

place this in the workflow and paste it into the button click action and give it a name as "gettext" to get the text in the label.
Then we can go to the form fields and check the fields that you wish to get their values. As in this case, it contains a textfield for

username and password. Therefore, we can use the textget plugin from Source Tools as well and put it into the workflow and
name it as "getusername password" and rename the action as "gettext". Then go back to the button click action and assign it to

the csv file action and give
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